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WELLINGTON MEETINGS
Currently on hold.

Quotations of the Month
Poets write for each other, dedicate
poems to each other, review each
other, and read each other.
Validation comes totally from
within.
—Bernardine Evaristo, Free Verse
Unwritten poems are a force to be
feared.
—Gwyneth Lewis, The Guardian
Poetry puts starch in your backbone
so you can stand, so you can
compose your life.
—Maya Angelou
Don’t use the phone. People are
never ready to answer it. Use poetry.
―Jack Kerouac

Poets write because we have ideas, passions, and impulses inside of us that
demand expression. We are artists. That said, when placing your work you have to
be a little more practical — one-part artist, one-part real-estate agent.
Finding a lasting home for your poetry can be an exhausting and, unfortunately,
expensive process. I’ve entered a hundred contests over the years, and submitted to
dozens of open-reading periods. I’ve watched small presses thrive and grow,
witnessing while others have folded or imploded. I’ve seen poetry imprints at
university presses change direction because of a turnover in editors or a top-down
budgeting shift.
Some poets buck the economic bias inherent to these systems, choosing a DIY
or collaborative model instead. Some poets distribute their poems by mailing them
out on postcards. Some post everything online. Most of us are somewhere in the
middle, periodically revisiting our vision for how and where we will be read.
When I peruse the hundreds of full-length collections, anthologies, chapbooks,
broadsides, and hand-editioned volumes on my shelves, the variety is stunning.
There is no one magical path, but there is the standing question: how do you
find the right way to share your work? What makes for a good fit?
I was asked to contribute these thoughts about poetry publishers because this is
a season of contests — deadlines are nigh. Hearing back from a trusted community
of writers enriched my initial take, and I’ve incorporated a few of their ideas here.
I mention this to not only give credit, but to encourage you to find your own coconspirators in the publishing process. Whether cheering each other on or
commiserating over a drink, I’ve always needed a community that is frank about
this part of the process.
The first step is to spend physical time with at least three books by any press
with which you’re interested in publishing. Those titles should represent at least
two different years or eras of the press’s management. This will give you a sense
of their capabilities in terms of design and materials in a way that nothing online
can. Does the paperback stock curl? Does the font look small or cramped to your
eye? You will be living with this book for a long time. You should be happy with
the print values.
If you can, investigate the editors’ reputation for engaging with authors. Are
they open to revisiting decisions about the cover? Are they approachable, or
imperious? Should you happen to attend a writing conference with a book fair
where the press is represented, stop by their table at the book fair to say hello.
Beware scenarios in which the editor believes, implicitly or explicitly, that they are
doing their authors a favour by publishing them.
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Distribution practices should be obvious from a
press’s website — a referral to an external company such
as United Book Distributors and Upstart Distribution, and
perhaps a list of independent stores that carry the books
with a link to IndieBound. Perhaps there is an online
shopping cart or subscription option, which suggests a
low-overhead, hand-selling model. If it’s not obvious
from their website how to buy a book, see if their books
are on Amazon, because they may be relying on that
vendor. Consider it a red flag if you can’t figure out,
within the first five minutes of searching, how to buy a
book from the press. Sometimes, great editors don’t want
to deal with the business side of publishing. Their hang-up
will become your problem.
In terms of promotion, don’t romanticise what a
“good” press does. Your editorial team should be
independently enthusiastic about the book, and — ideally
— independently active on social media. They should not
undermine your efforts. But it’s on you, as the author, to
do most of the work. That includes providing a highresolution author photo with secured permissions, booking
poetry readings, and arranging radio interviews.
The gold standards of service and support I’d look for
from a press, in terms of post-publication promotion, are
as follows:
• They should provide you a clean-crop, 300 dpi
digital file of your cover;
• They should mail 20-30 galleys or PDF review
copies at your direction;
• They should have a post-publication marketing plan
that includes, if needed, a NZ$70-140 budget for
contest entry fees on your behalf, and they should
be timely in submitting relevant nominations for
contests;
• They should represent your book on their website
and in any third-party sales spaces with accurate,
professionally edited information;

• They respond in real time to any queries regarding
your book, with a cc (carbon-copy email) to you so
you’re in the loop, or they forward such queries to
you immediately.
I will say that some good presses simply have no postpublication budget — even things like postage for
mailing copies will come back to you. This is not a dealbreaker, but it helps if the press acknowledges they are
operating on a cooperative model. You may then be better
off taking your advance or prize honorarium, if there is
one, in the form of book stock, so that you are then free to
distribute on your own behalf.
If you’re trying to size up a press’s reach in terms of
public consciousness, look at where their books have
gotten traction already. Independent presses can pop up
everywhere from Booksellers NZ reviews, to recognition
by the Ockham New Zealand Book Awards and Kathleen
Grattan Award, to the pages of the New York Times.
However, it’s reasonable to say that the presses with the
best odds of such coverage have a track record and
credibility that makes traveling those routes more likely.
Working with a university press usually goes more
smoothly if they have established a boutique aesthetic,
specific to poetry, inside their larger regional or
geographic identity.
In poetry, as in real estate, there is no one hegemonic
version of a dream home. There is only what’s right for
you, in the context of what you’ve written and how you
want to move it through the world. Whatever you choose,
never lose sight of the immense accomplishment that
brought you to this process. Accumulating a collection’s
worth of poems takes innovation, bravery, wit, and a
necessary stubbornness. Keep going.
Originally published as a guest blog post on
TrishHopkinson.com. Editor Ivy Alvarez consulted on
identifying appropriate resources for a New Zealand
literary audience.

2017 New Zealand Poetry Conference & Festival
Auckland 10 – 12 November 2017
The Conference will bring together 150 poets/delegates from across New Zealand. There will be plenary
sessions and discussion covering New Zealand's poetic diversity, publishing opportunities in
contemporary Aotearoa and overseas, and so forth. It will also hold workshops facilitated by leading New
Zealand writers, which will be aimed at writers young, secret and serious.
The Auckland Poetry Festival will run in tandem with the Conference, utilising multiple venues across our
wide city, to offer poetry readings (modelled on Wellington's hugely successful LitCrawl), poetry film
screenings, poetry and music, poetry slams, and so forth.
Check out the FaceBook event here: https://www.facebook.com/events/299460997085195/

If you would like to get involved with organisation, please contact Gus on
conference@poetrysociety.org.nz
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From the Editor
By Ivy Alvarez
Correction. Karen Paul Holmes, author of last issue’s
well-received cover article on starting a writer’s group,
has an FB page, the link to which dropped off the word
poetry, which, to my mind, is a minor scandal. Please visit
facebook.com/karenholmespoetry
Mark your diaries. The third New Zealand Poetry
Conference and Festival bursts onto the Auckland scene
on the weekend of 10-12 November 2017 — and with
preparations well underway, it promises to be quite the
celebration. Contact Gus for more, and to get involved:
conference@poetrysociety.org.nz

The team raised $5,675 from Boosted crowdfunding.
Tiara Rico, Pearl Muzariri, Jennifer Rockwell and
Amy Crerar travelled all the way to Sydney for the
Bankstown Poetry Slam to battle it out with the
Australians, while also having a great time performing,
meeting with and competing alongside their heroes.
A spokesperson from WordTFL said, “We did not
come away with the win but we literally could not be
more proud of our team!”
WordTFL is an inter-high school Spoken Word poetry
competition, bringing together teams of young people
from across Auckland high schools to share their stories
in an explosion of youth expression.
According to their FB page, WordTFL is the largest
team poetry slam in the country, giving young people the
chance to stand up, be heard and speak their truth.
I would love to see your Letters to the Editor, book
reviews (ca. 500 words, excluding quotations), your
thoughts on writing and poetry (750 words min), and no
more than 4 poems from members (40 lines max) for our
February edition.
And if these happen to be love-themed, so be it.
Selected works receive book tokens. Please check for
guidelines on our website, and send your work to
editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
Deadline 10 January 2017.
If you enjoy and believe a fine line to be worthwhile,
how about mentioning it to a poetry friend, or even
presenting them with a gift membership to NZPS? Email
info@poetrysociety.org.nz for details.
You will find writing tips and poetry aplenty to relish
and savour in this November edition, and I am happy to
present three illuminating poems from our Featured Poet
Helen Tau’au Filisi.
From all of us in the NZPS Committee, all best wishes
for the coming holidays — and see you in the New Year!

Isn’t the phrase Penguin Days rather mysterious? It’s
also the title of this year’s NZPS anthology, edited by our
indefatigable President Laurice Gilbert. Order your copy
via the order form, or online:
poetrysociety.org.nz/anthologyorder2016
NZPS proudly supported a New Zealand team from
Marist College to participate in a trans-Tasman high
school poetry slam.
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About our contributors
Sandra Beasley is the author of three poetry
collections — Count the Waves, I Was the Jukebox, and
Theories of Falling — and a memoir, Don’t Kill the
Birthday Girl: Tales from an Allergic Life. Honours
include a 2015 NEA fellowship, the Center for Book Arts
Chapbook Prize, and three DC Commission on the Arts
and Humanities fellowships. She lives in Washington,
D.C., and teaches with the University of Tampa lowresidency MFA program. www.sandrabeasley.com
Anne Curran writes: “I am a Hamilton girl. Over the
last ten years, I have taken time to read and write poetry. I
am passionate about the arts in New Zealand.”
Helen Tau'au-Filisi is a self-published author,
blogger, artist and busy mum, who is currently studying
towards her Doctorate in Education with AUT. She works
as a tutor in Indigenous Research.
Jenny Fraser is a nature lover, musician and creative
artist. She writes and publishes haiku, tanka and free
verse. She lives in Mt Maunganui, Bay of Plenty …
‘doggies and me penny whistling for waves’
Janis Freegard’s most recent publications are a poetry
collection The Glass Rooster (Auckland University Press,
2015) and a novel The Year of Falling (Mākaro Press,
2015). She lives in Wellington.
Ruby Hansen is in her third year at Victoria
University, majoring in Theatre and Cultural
Anthropology. This year, she was assistant director for the
Young and Hungry Festival of New Theatre. In her spare
time, she is a theatre critic for Salient magazine at
Victoria University. hansenruby@myvuw.ac.nz
Cherry Hill is a retired teacher of Chinese and
Japanese languages. She is a partner in a deer and sheep
farm on the edge of Lake Ellesmere/Te Waihora.
Anna Hudson is a Wellington-based poet and writer,
who lives in Island Bay with her partner and semi-feral
cat.
N.J.Mauchline is an emerging romance writer from
Christchurch. She recently released the third instalment in
the Her Long Goodbye series. For fun, she likes to play
squash and go geocaching.
Vaughan Rapatahana has been fortunate to have
books published during 2016: Atonement (UST Press,
Philippines), nominated for a Philippine National Book
Award (poetry), and Why English? Confronting the
Hydra, a critique of agents of the English language
(Multilingual Matters, U.K.), while he is about to have
Colin Wilson's never-before-published novel, Lulu
(Paupers Press, England) out soon.
Arielle Walker is a BVA graduate, writer and artist,
living in Auckland with too many books and not enough
shelves.

Feature Article
The Formal Rooster
by Janis Freegard
Form is a straitjacket in the way that a straitjacket
was a straitjacket for Houdini.

Paul Muldoon
If I’d observed all the rules, I’d never have got
anywhere.

Marilyn Monroe
There are times when rules are helpful and times when
they need to be set aside. So it is with the rules of poetry –
the metre, shape, syllable count, rhyme and other devices
that define particular poetic forms. Form and structure are
useful elements of a poet’s toolkit. But it’s also good to
break free.
While I was writing The Glass Rooster (Auckland
University Press, 2015), my working title was Echosystem, a play on the idea of ecosystems, but also on the
idea of echoes. The book is divided into eight different
“echo-systems”, each consisting of four pairs of echoing
poems introduced by a triolet (for more on triolets, see
below). There is also a prose poem sequence about a glass
rooster running through the book, with each section
containing one glass rooster poem. This also echoes back
to my previous collection Kingdom Animalia: the
Escapades of Linnaeus, where the glass rooster first
appeared in print. As well as sitting alongside an echoing
partner, I hoped each poem would chime with others in
different sections, a nod to the interconnectedness within
ecosystems.
Mostly I write in free verse, but formal poems in The
Glass Rooster include triolets, sonnets, pantoums,
concrete/ shaped poems, question and answer poems,
syllabic (or counted syllable poems), a cento and a ghazal.
The discipline of a form can sometimes help a poem find
its way. If a poem isn’t quite working, I’ll often play with
form, metre or stanza arrangements until I find something
that suits.
Triolets
A triolet (pronounced to rhyme with violet, tree-oh-lay
or tree-oh-let, depending on who you talk to) is an eightline French form involving rhyme and repetition. The
first, fourth and seventh lines are the same, as are the
second and eighth lines. The rhyme scheme is
ABaAabAB (with capital letters indicating the whole line
is repeated). The repetition works best when the meaning
changes slightly each time the line is used.
Sonnets
Traditional sonnets were usually written in iambic
pentameter and adhered to particular rhyme schemes. But
forms evolve and modern sonnets need only have fourteen
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lines to qualify, and some even get away with fewer.
Petrarchan sonnets are expected to have a shift in topic, or
volta, between the eight-line stanza and the six-line stanza
— an issue may be raised in the first stanza that is in some
way addressed in the second.
I may not always place the volta between the eighth
and ninth lines, but I generally aim for a shift.
“Astronauts”, for example, moves from considering what
it must have felt like for astronauts returning from space,
to speculating that one has taken to digging dirt out of his
backyard and passing it off as ‘moon dust’.
Pantoums
A Malaysian form with repeating lines, the pantoum is
another form which has changed as it’s aged and travelled.
In pantoums, the second and fourth lines of each stanza
become the first and third of the next and the last line of
the poem is usually the same as the first. The form allows
for the repeated lines to shift in meaning as the poem
progresses, much like the triolets.
The “Mt Isa” pantoum in The Glass Rooster is also a
found poem, with the lines drawn from the safety notices,
posters, newspaper headlines, labels and so forth found in
Wayne Barrar’s photographs of the Mt Isa mine (from his
An Expanding Subterra exhibition). With the repetition
afforded by the form and the selection of words (“Terror
Revisits Bali”; “Self-Rescue Emergency Procedure”), I
hoped to build a sense of the threats and dangers of
working in a mine. The echoing companion for this poem,
“Elegy”, was a lament for all the miners who have died
underground, particularly the Pike River miners, but also
British coal miners from my own family history. “Elegy”
is written in the form of a song with a refrain, the last line
being repeated in each stanza.
List poems
With list poems, the trick is in the selection and
ordering of the words. In “Forest Song”, I listed Māori
names for native trees in an order that formed a rhythm.
It’s also a kind of ode. “Desert Song” also lists plant
names — in this case, American desert plants. Both can be
spoken as a chant, each with its own beat.
Concrete poems
Also known as shaped poems, concrete poems make a
picture on the page that reflects an element of the poem.
In “Dimorphism” (referring here to the way certain plant
species take different forms as they grow, and as a
metaphor for love), I have one stanza shaped like a
vegetable sheep (a dense, cushiony plant such as Raoulia
that resembles a sheep from a distance) and one shaped
like a divaricating (wide-angled) shrub.
Concrete poems can use positive or negative space. In
the vegetable sheep stanza, the words are arranged around
the plant-shaped space, while in the divaricating shrub
stanza, the words shape the plant. “Mummy”, which refers
to European traditions of cannibalism, is arranged in
triangular stanzas intended to resemble pyramids, in
reference to Europeans’ past practice of ingesting
Egyptian mummies for their supposed medicinal
properties. “Godfather” is shaped like a tree and refers to
the cycle of life.

Cento
Centos are made from lines stolen from other poets
and rearranged into something new and different. My
“Cento” is derived from poems in An Anthology of New
Zealand Poetry in English (eds Jenny Bornholdt, Gregory
O’Brien, Mark Williams, Oxford University Press, 1997).
I hope it comes across more as tribute than theft.
Ekphrastic poems
Artworks can be a great source of inspiration and
several poems in The Glass Rooster (such as “The Tide
Rises at the Gallery” — a comment on climate change —
and “Yayoi Kusama Goes to Iceland”) draw on
exhibitions I’ve seen. It’s not necessarily a favourite
artwork that will prompt a poem; it might just be the one
that makes me go back and look again, the one that sparks
connections and ideas.
Ghazals
Ghazals, an Arabic form, were originally written in
couplets with a rhyme scheme and a shared metre, though
modern ghazals may dispense with these rules. However,
the lines in the first couplet and the second lines in
subsequent couplets should end with the same word or
words. The sole ghazal in The Glass Rooster is “Pluck” (a
play on ‘defloration’), which repeats, and therefore
emphasises, the end word ‘young’.
Question and Answer Poems
“Occlusion” and “Sphinx” are question-and-answer
poems — posing a question or riddle and supplying an
answer. Where “Occlusion” is about the mysteries of the
Irish Neolithic site Newgrange, “Sphinx” (also a glass
rooster prose poem) poses the kind of existential
questions (‘Where am I going?’) we might all reflect on
from time to time.
Sometimes it works best to borrow elements of a form
without following all the rules, but it’s still helpful to
know them first. As well as sketching out supports for the
poem to hang from, form can draw attention to an idea or
theme.
It’s also important to recognise when a form isn’t
working. “Room” started life as a sestina, but it felt a little
forced. Trimming the stanzas from six lines to five freed
the poem up and helped it to breathe, while maintaining
some of the word repetition (room, waiting, wood/would,
wall, various types of flowers) to reflect daily routine. In
the somewhat surreal “Speaking of the Balloonist”, I
repeated just a single word (or its derivatives) in each
stanza (spoke, bespoke, well-spoken, speakeasies,
loudspeaker).
You can, of course, decide your own rules for a poem.
“Arohata” uses hendecasyllabic (eleven syllable) lines
arranged in four-line stanzas, intended to resemble cells,
while “Riddle” uses rhythm, in this case four beats to the
bar. And you can break your own rules within the poem.
“When” makes use of anaphora, repeating the first few
words (“When you’re not here”) at the start of each stanza
— except the last.
At the National Writers Forum recently, I was struck
by the way Tusiata Avia spoke about the poems in her
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latest collection, Fale Aitu, as houses, each inhabited by a
spirit. She told us there was no point having a well-built,
well-structured, beautiful house if it doesn’t contain the
spirit, but also, that the spirit needs to be contained by the
right house.
May all your poems find the right houses!
Resources
99 Ways into New Zealand poetry, Paula Green and Harry
Ricketts
Adventures in Form: A Compendium of Poetic Forms,
Rules and Constraints, ed. Tom Chivers
An Exaltation of Forms: Contemporary Poets Celebrate
the Diversity of Their Art, ed. Annie Finch and
Katharine Varnes
The Book of Forms, Lewis Turco
The Making of a Poem, Eavan Boland and Mark Strand
The Ode Less Travelled, Stephen Fry
Online resources
• www.poetryfoundation.org/resources/learning
• thepoetsgarret.com/
• www.poets.org/poetsorg/resources-teachers (click on
“forms”)
• www.poetrybase.info/forms/menu.shtml
• www.poetsgraves.co.uk/glossary_of_poetic_terms.htm

Feature Article
Poetry in Motion Review
by Ruby Hansen

people to talk poetry to each other. That’s how we
communicate our values, our hearts, the things that we’ve
learned that make us who we are.” Marc Smith considers
himself a socialist, and founded the first-ever National
Poetry Slam in 1990. That annual competition still runs
today.
Poetry in Motion Wellington is hosted and organised
by Travis and Liv, and it celebrates a diverse range of
talents, intellects, and subjects. From a fiery fuck-you
slam about Brexit by a woman called Kate, who wore red
fingerless gloves and kindly gave me a poem about the
sexual politics of pubic hair, to the humble words of a
lanky shy boy’s self-proclaimed soppy love poetry (which
actually tugged on multiple heartstrings around the room),
to the classic, British, grey-haired cynic, who took the
piss out of rhyme and stood audaciously with his arms
behind his back. This daring, enrapturing poetry evoked
all kinds of feels.
The culture of clicking is something that really hooked
me. This is the way it works: if you appreciate or respect
a certain line in the poem and want to give them praise for
it, you click your fingers repetitively, and a whole chorus
of clicks may grow around you. It’s quite fitting,
considering the rhythmic, tactile feel of slam poetry, and
the clicking never detracts from the poet’s performance.
Part of the attraction is the interactive and intimate
relationship that grows between poets and spectators
around the room.
At the beginning of each slam poetry event, the hosts
hand around placards with numbers on them to several
different tables. These people are chosen at random and
asked if they’d like to score each poem. The scoring
system and delegation of judges are a relatively new
addition to the culture of slam.
Here are a few of my favourite lines from the evening:
“Brexit” by Kate

I think I’ve found my new favourite hobby in
Wellington. I attended a slam poetry event in the low-key,
dusky vibes of San Francisco Bath House. Having a keen
interest in poetry, I decided to take a break from
religiously attending theatre, and instead I shook it up
with a night of hearty, local poetry. I actually found
theatre and slam poetry weren’t too dissimilar. Both
involve skilled and generous performers, a stage,
interactive audiences, beer, friends, and a gathering of
artistic sorts!
The night of diverse slams, unleashed inspiration and
passionate conversations left me with an imprint. This
kinaesthetic buzz that bounced around the room stayed
with me as I left, and afterwards, I couldn’t help but
wonder how many didn’t know that this gig exists, right in
the heart of Wellington?
Originating in 1984 in Chi-town (Chicago), slam
poetry gained heat when a construction worker, Marc
Kelly Smith, a.k.a. Slampapi, kick-started an open-mic
poetry reading at the Get Me High Lounge, in which
budding poets took to the stage to build an audience.
Slampapi once said, “…the very word ‘poetry’ repels
people. Why is that? Because of what schools have done
to it. The slam gives it back to the people… we need

“Politicians thinking resigning is the key, / or not
resigning / and outright refusing / to diffuse the
ticking time bomb of party political implosion.”

“A love poem to Melbourne” by Duncan
“If Wellington played never have I ever with other
cities, she would lose — I need to move.”

“A funny massage job interview” by April
“The world is just a sleazy stranger.”

These slam poetry events are a great hub for creativity,
meeting friendly faces, getting issues or ideas off your
chest, or simply listening to some beautifully insightful
and vivid perceptions of the world. Plus, anyone can sign
up to read their work! Whether you’ve been storing some
kickass lines and are keen to give them a dust-off in front
of a crowd, or you’re relatively new to the game, you’re
welcome to join. There’s a whole crowd of willing
clickers there for moral support!
Poetry in Motion takes place at Meow on the first
Wednesday of every month. If you want to get in on slam
poetry, check out the Poetry in Motion Facebook page.
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News

Opportunities

Exceptional Talent Recognised

The Ballymaloe International Poetry Prize
2016 | Closing Date: 31-Dec-16
Prizes: 1st prize 10,000 Euro, plus 3 prizes of 1,000
Euro for each of the shortlisted poems. For an
unpublished poem of any length.
The four winning poems will appear in the spring issue
of The Moth.
Judged by Deborah Landau.
Entry Fee: £12
Contact: See: www.themothmagazine.com/a1page.asp?ID=8010&page=13

Prole, Poetry and Prose
Prole, Poetry and Prose is open to submissions of
fiction, creative non-fiction and poetry. Our submission
guidelines are here:
http://prolebooks.co.uk/submissions.html
We are also taking entries for our prose writing
competition, The Prolitzer Prize. We have a £300 prize
fund and the excellent Angela Redman is our judge this
year. Full details are here: http://prolebooks.co.uk/prose
competition.html
Prole was recently voted best Literary Magazine 2016
at the Saboteur Awards.
Poet Karlo Mila read her poetry when she was awarded
a Contemporary Pacific Artist Award at the recent 2016
Creative New Zealand Arts Pasifika Awards.
Centring on contemporary Pasifika lives and issues,
Mila’s writing is poly-lingual, drawing on many Tongan,
Samoan and Māori words. Mila’s first book Dream Fish
Swimming won the NZSA Jessie Mackay Award for Best
First Book of Poetry in 2006. Notably, her first published
poem appears in the 2003 Best New Zealand Poems
anthology.
In 2015, she received a Fulbright Creative New
Zealand Pacific Writer’s Residency at the University of
Hawai’i, where she completed a new manuscript of poetry
and began working on a novel.
Born in Rotorua and of Tongan, Palangi and Samoan
descent, Karlo Mila received her PhD from Massey
University. She has also worked as a trade union
organiser, teacher, health research manager, postdoctoral
fellow, researcher, consultant and freelance columnist.
Source: Creative New Zealand
Photo of Karlo Mila by Sarah Hunter

Inspired by Film Poetry Competition 2016
Closing Date: 01-Dec-16.
This competition is open to all participants of the
Inspired by Film poetry workshops taking place at The
Friends' Meeting House, King's Lynn, Cambridge
Picturehouse, Crouch End Picturehouse, Cinema City,
Norwich and the NAWE Conference workshop at
Stratford-on-Avon.
You may enter one poem inspired by the workshop
themes.
Judges: Maura Dooley and Heidi Williamson.
Prizes: First Prize One-year Picturehouse Membership,
a poetry book bundle (including signed copies of our
judges' books) and a one-to-one mentoring session with
one of our judges. Second Prize: A Day School of your
choice at Cinema City, a poetry book bundle (including
signed copies of our judges' books) and a one-to-one
mentoring session with one of our judges. Third Prize:
Magnetic Poetry Kit, signed copies of our judges' books
and a Writing Ideas notebook and pen.
Entry Fee: £0
Contact: For entry and further information see:
http://www.sueburge.uk/poetry/
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The Peter Porter Poetry Prize
The Peter Porter Poetry Prize is one of Australia's most
prestigious prizes for a new poem. The Prize – now open
to all poets writing in English – is named after the great
Australian poet Peter Porter (1929–2010). The Prize was
first awarded in 2005 (Stephen Edgar) and renamed in
2011, following Peter Porter's death.
Past winners include Tracy Ryan, Judith Beveridge,
and Anthony Lawrence. To date, Judith Bishop is the only
poet to win the Prize twice.
Each year, all the shortlisted poems are published in
the magazine, giving them equal prominence. The overall
winner (who receives $5,000 and an Arthur Boyd print) is
then named at a subsequent ceremony.
Entries are now open for the 2017 Porter Prize (worth
$7,500).
Entries close 1 December 2016.
More information on the website:
www.australianbookreview.com.au/prizes/peter-porterpoetry-prize/current-prize.

Brief
Brief is an independent print journal, founded in 1995.
It appears bianually and publishes poetry, prose, essays...
and things which are difficult to categorise. We are always
looking for interesting, experimental, adventurous, or
challenging new writing, from both established and
emerging writers.
Full details of how to submit, subscribe, etc are on our
website: www.briefthejournal.nz

Call for limericks!
Wellington publisher, Lang Book publishing, is keen
to publish a hard-cover collection of the very best
limericks from NZ poets. At this point we have no idea
how big this book might be, but it seems everyone gets a
laugh from a well-written limerick!
The imagined date of publication would be in the first
quarter of 2017, but a close-off date has not yet been set.
Colville poet and long-time submitter to Valley
Micropress, John Irvine, will be co-coordinating the
selection of submitted poems.
So put on your laughing hat and get to work! There is
no theme so anything from sewer dragons to pineapples is
fair game. Please send up to 15 limericks on an attached
Word document in an email to:
John Irvine at cooldragon@vodafone.co.nz by
midnight on November 30th 2016.

Call For Submissions. BONSAI: The Big
Book of Small Stories

This is an ambitious project, the first of its kind in
New Zealand, and we aim to include the very best small
fictions from around Aotearoa.
The book will be a wide-ranging collection in three
parts: one section will feature the best of previously
published work; one section will feature considerations
and essays by noted practitioners on the short narrative
form and its development/ growth in New Zealand; the
final section will feature entirely new work, to showcase
the fast-changing landscape of New Zealand small
fictions.
Contribute to this uniquely New Zealand collection by
sending:
• your best work, up to 300 words not including title,
with ‘BONSAI’ in the subject line. Deadline for story
submissions: November 30, 2016.
• a proposal for an essay or reflection concerning the
compressed form – we are open to ideas and are presently
considering essays on composition and technique, history
of the form, prose poetry and story-telling, teaching flash
in the classroom, representation of Pasifika writing in the
short form, music and the rhythm of flash, compressed
story-writing as a tool for all writing, experimentation and
play in very short stories, literary criticism of the
compressed form. Note: there are many themes to
explore! Please send an email about your essay proposal
by October 28 to discuss with the editors.
Send new work and essay proposals to
bonsaifiction@gmail.com
Please include your name and contact details.
There is no theme for this anthology. We will include
a variety of stories exploring a variety of topics and
themes – from humorous to wicked to sublime. We
encourage experimental writing, also haibun, prose
poetry and stories in te reo (accompanied by an English
translation). We encourage new and experienced writers.
We encourage very short flashes of inspiration or stories
that take up the full 300 words. We want to see stories
that light up the page and take readers to unexpected
endings. We are looking for stories that leave us
breathless, wanting more. We aim to put New Zealand
flash fiction on the map even further, so give us your
shiniest stuff!
Whatever approach you take, make every word count.
Writers may submit up to three unpublished works for
consideration. Please send a .doc or .docx file with all
submissions in the same document; no pdfs, unless
absolutely necessary to demonstrate the layout of specific
formatting.
The editors’ decision will be final and no
correspondence will be entered into. Payment will be in
copies of the anthology.
Deadline for story submissions: 30 November 2016.
Deadline for essay proposals: 28 October 2016.

Editors Michelle Elvy, Frankie McMillan and James
Norcliffe are seeking submissions for a comprehensive
book of compressed fiction to be published in 2017.
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Mimicry

Feature Poet

Now open for submissions.
Check out the YouTube video:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjCBVeU_fIY
for more information.

Helen Tau’au Filisi. Poems from Pacific Hibiscus
First Child Birth
With the onset of my first child birth

2017 Griffin Poetry Prize Deadline Reminder
(December 31, 2016)
Books must be submitted postmarked no later than
December 31, 2016 for books published between July 1
and December 31, 2016. Prize C$200,000.
Rules and entry form are available at
www.griffinpoetryprize.com
Keep up-to-date with all the latest opportunities on the
NZPS website (www.poetrysociety.org.nz) and FaceBook
www.facebook.com/NewZealandPoetrySociety

pending, so promising
I pensively ask many a mother experienced in this
“What was it like? The pain?”
Worried, a little anxious, inexperienced
The replies came:
You don’t want to know
It’s like pushing an elephant through a pea hole
Being hit by a bus, again and again
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Forget it! Epidural’s where it’s at

bravely checking in new fillings in a dentist chair

C-section, go for an elective caesarean

whilst listening to the radio
I couldn’t believe it!

Wow! so varied, so confusing
so scary.

We sung to your velvet Elvis voice
and danced to your rhythmic pelvis thrusting songs.

My palagi midwife older, childless

I ran home that day to tell my parents

“no worries,” she says

then later watched TV as the whole world mourned

“Pacific women are stronger,

their loss.

they handle the pain.”
will I?

How you seemed to have it all
Cut down before your comeback

So I ask my mother and in Samoan she replies

How unhappy you were.

“In my day, we had no choice
but to endure the pain

...

the way it’s meant to be
so many complications these days

When the Princess of the people died

just take it as it comes

it was 1999 and I was at an educational meeting

you’ll find the strength to endure...”

when a late arrival announced the news
I couldn’t believe it!

And I did.

I remembered in 1983 how we had met in my last
year of high school

What’$ it like in Your World?

I bravely shook your oh-so-soft hand and watched
them take photos of you, your son

What’$ it like in Your World?

and husband at Government house.

where money $peaks it$ mind
and violence is the friction of

I drove home that day to tell my family

rubbing note$ together

then later watched TV as the whole world
mourned their loss.

You po$$e$$ magnificent magazine palace$ of
Exqui$itely $culptured lawn$

How you seemed to have it all

and coiffured tre$$e$

cut down after your prime

those $cenic height$ that $pan a panoramic view

How unhappy you were.

As Your $leek wheel$

...

glide pa$t
i inhale your du$t

When the King of pop died
It was 2009 and I was in my last year of a tertiary

Do You see me?

teaching contract

in my cardboard box?

I visited my parents with my children when my
father announced the news

When royalty dies

I couldn’t believe it!
I’d danced to ‘Thriller’ at a high school assembly

When the King of rock died

and believed that we could ‘heal the world’ and

It was 1976 and I was in my last year of primary

‘make it a better place’.

school
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We drove home that day to tell my husband

sitting with mother

then later watched TV as the whole world mourned
their loss.

I want to ask
a hundred questions

How you seemed to have it all

because she knows the answers

Cut down before your comeback concert

quietly spoken and sure

How unhappy you were

so I ask about
those grandparents I never met

...

because I feel a hole
in my lineage

Ashes to ashes

that widens each day

Dust to dust

then I ask
how nana died

Member Poems

because it is daffodil day
I miss her smiling eyes

Where I live

and gentleness

is a nuisance now

and then I stop asking questions

demanding to be

because that might be enough
information for one day

pandered to

and the neighbour wants me

every morning

to shift my car

with Panadol, deep heat
my mother sits next to me
and caffeine, before

real as can be

it can be coaxed

dressed in grey

into hauling logs

and the questions
I really want to ask

in the barrow,

are too big

letting out excited leaping dogs,

tumbling about in my head

bending to feed lambs…

causing a ruckus
like why am I afraid

As for weeding,

what should I do next

it refuses, just sulks;

so instead I pick up the phone
and my mother and I

one knee whispers

we call my niece

to the other
who-knows-what naughty stories,

DragonFly

hips creak with laughter

darting to class

at what they overhear.

bicycle pedals whirring
sporting purple and blue fluoros

Perhaps they’re planning

lippy on

outright mutiny.

music pumping
class starts

—Cherry Hill

star jumps, press ups, squats
the instructor beaming
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his crew cut

of tide. First wave spills into last under an apricot

beaded with sweat

sky.

flirtatious eyes
a smile from ear to ear

—Jenny Fraser

muscles flexing
he works a magic on us

A word from the stars

yelling ‘higher’
counting 1 to 10

“Spend time wisely” say the whispering stars,

and back again

It is the beat of a premature baby’s heart.

I correct my posture

An old man, drunk and hiccupping, stumbling

in the mirrors

home from the pub on a Friday night.

admire that newcomer
sleek and gorgeous

When waves roll over a flood-drowned sheep,

warm down on the mat

when a bell rings the end of lunch —

covered in sweat

that is time’s work.

humming along to

Fools trade time for money,

‘When the Lion Sleeps Tonight’

it cannot hide them from the sun,

time to shower

who ticks them off each day.

turn home for supper

Such a short word

sunset

for such a long play, where I

—Anne Curran

has only a bit part (never enough
for me). One day, the clock will strike

Cutting Loose

the mouse. And when you die
they will lay you out, like time.

The Mount track swings, it’s haunt to the singleminded, single-file

A stone cross atop a grassy mound.

keep-fit brigade, exercise circuit for joggers and
walkers

—Anna Hudson

It’s got a grip.
I hesitate, stoop to fossick, pull out penny whistle,
reach to touch lava, press old scoria, buff the rough:
sage-green,
rose, charcoal, crusty white and greys coarse as
sandpaper.
In a clear pool a rock face swirls, images of baked
seals circle.
Last water lies, waits for the tide.
I feel the place, the timeless wear of a moving ocean.
Wind ripples water, shadows dance the rock. I sit
knees up,
watch a fairy tern cut through space and time, right
time for turn

Reviews
Cloudboy. Siobhan Harvey (Otago University
Press, 2014). 978-1-877578-80-9. RRP: $26.
Paperback. 80 pages.
Reviewed by Arielle Walker
Every Cloudboy should have a Cloudmother. In her
latest poetry collection, Cloudboy, Siobhan Harvey gives
us a remarkable, sensitive insight into the journey of an
autistic child and his mother. The title goes beyond a
single, grasped moment from within the book; rather
every poem is infused with the language of cloud-matter.
Split into chronological chapters, Cloudboy opens onto
a mirrored pair of poems, setting the scene for the rest of
the book. Cloudboy and Cloudmother have good days and
bad, and these are reflected in the lines that change from
“Cumulus” (the first poem) to “Cumulonimbus” (the
second): ‘The body is a nest alive with new song’
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becomes ‘The body is a hive buzzing with electricity’,
while arms ‘open to embrace’ shift into fists that ‘come
clenched and swinging’. The rest of the chapter continues
this exploration of Cloudboy and his relationship with
both his mother and the outside world. We witness later as
mother and son share the open air, inventing stories in the
sky:
He tells me a cloud is
A hot air balloon, a shoal,
A sky swimming street.

(“A Migrant Teacher Considers Clouds”)
…but despite this often-closeness, Harvey is all too
aware of the space between herself and her child.
These final moments of sleeping
cradle something which can never be
reclaimed. Like land and water, we

dissolve too? Does
she spill drizzle as she considers genetics and
remembers how, as a
lonely girl, she watched while other children played?

(“The Gifted Nephologist Goes to School”)
The chapter ends with a visiting doctor, and
Cloudmother is faced with a difficult choice. The poems
slip-slide from meditative fragments into full-bodied, selfaware letters, ending on a final frantic leap in “Wavy
Through Moonlight”. A decision has been made.
As stunning as much of the word play is, the most
impressive (and humbling) aspect of this collection is how
Harvey leads us into the most intimate of moments with
the lightest touch. She captures fragments of each
moment, each step of her journey with her child, with an
astounding insight and warmth. These poems beg rereading.

Tree Space. Maria McMillan (Victoria
University Press, 2014). ISBN:
9780864739285. RRP: $25. Paperback. 80
pages.

have shared the space, the companionship
of mother and child.

(“Morning Glory”)

Reviewed by Arielle Walker

Each poem in the first chapter is named for a different
cloud-type, and each cloud-type reflects a mood.
Cirrostratus is light, hazy, far away, as Cloudboy is lost in
thought, quiet, calm. A stratocumulus cloud is heavy, dull
and dark, creating what we would consider to be an
overcast day, and the almost-concrete poem reflects this, a
pause between stanzas wrought with multiple forwardslash raindrops.
“Stratocumulous” isn’t the only poem that borders on
concrete. Poems float across pages, forming cloudpatterns of their own. Words, letters, sounds all group
together, creating vivid pictures — the imagery here is
astounding.
(“Alienation”) is an open window:
how Cloudboy turns towards it, the freedom
beyond glass, the knowledge
of air, the gravity birds defy.

Each poem is at once abstract and narrative: each can
be read alone but, placed in order, tell a linear tale. All too
soon, the first chapter ends. Cloudboy and Cloudmother
must make the difficult transition from the freedom of air
and sky into the rigid routines of the school system,
navigating complex relationships and constant
misunderstandings:
I wonder what this cloudmother thinks when her
cloudson says no

one wants to play with me. Does her cloudy heart

Modern-day saints, summer flies, eerie cherubs and an
enigmatic character named Irena — all walk the pages of
Tree Space. Reading these poems is kaleidoscopic, pieces
shifting to create new wholes. The disparate characters are
all engaging, even beguiling — narrator included.
In the titular poem, McMillan tells us that, “To
understand tree space you must search all tree space
which is / impossible”. This beautifully succinct
observation can easily be applied to this collection itself.
Despite frequent ventures into a recognisable world —
one of kitchens and street-lamps, and farms with wire
fences — the poems in Tree Space explore places and
emotions as varied as the characters who inhabit them. It
overwhelms, especially on first reading. Fortunately, we
readers are given a starting point on the map: in an
explanatory note at the end of the book, we are told “tree
space is the vast mathematical terrain occupied by
ancestral trees of groups of species”. From here, each
poem slots into place — related, perhaps, but not all of
the same genus.
There are deeply emotive poems that deal with grief
and love, and pure human expression:
All loss is about imagination,
or did I make that up? That
strands of grief, hung in a room
like streamers, are not so awful
in themselves but awful
because they are always there.
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(“Meditations”)
…and then, following on from such a poem, there may
be another that deals with loss and connection but this
time, lightly conversational:
One visit my tall friend spent all his time
With a piece of card and a jar capturing the flies
And taking them outside.
Did they understand glass?
Did they understand out?

(“Summer Flies”)
Other worlds are explored, universes converge, and
always there are small links threading each disparate piece
together. Whether she is hitchhiking rural highways,
witnessing suburbun growth and decay, or figuratively
exploring the depths of the unknown, McMillan takes on
both the impossible and the mundane with an analytic eye.
This is all science, after all:
Try this. The sea is not liquid. Fish climb it. Tiny
animals swing
on tiny monkey bars. Or ride upon them upturned,
grasping
whatever is available for a mast, clinging as drifting
sailors cling
through nights of hideous stars. The ocean is never
the same twice.

(“Abyssal Plains”)
The poems slip in and out of coherence, shifting from
storytelling (‘So, last night I did that thing of throwing /
out all the postcards I never sent’ — from “Girlfriends”)
to more abstract word-weaving (‘Moved in waves we. /
Dispersed the things we. / Filtered we. Wawaed.’ — from
“The baby is on the radio”). The first time I read through
Tree Space in full, I found myself whispering lines aloud
on the bus, to the disconcertment of my fellow passengers.
I couldn’t resist: McMillan’s words simply beg to be read
out.
Written into being over the course of a decade, before
publication in Tree Space, the characters who inhabit
these worlds may never meet — Irena in particular feels
isolated in her own universe: ‘She was blind, binding wire
to wire, / crawled from one to the next and through the
night to the next’ (“Irena builds a robot with her bare
hands”). Yet each poem still feels hauntingly local, close
at hand. After all, the branches of a tree will all meet up
eventually, if you go back far enough.

A Little Book of Sonnets. Julie Leibrich
(Steele Roberts, 2013). 9781927242292. RRP
$20
Big Love Songs. Vaughan Gunson (Amazon
Kindle ebook, 2016).
[https://www.amazon.co.uk/Big-Love-Songs-VaughanGunson-ebook/dp/B01KUQCIZS]
Reviewed by Vaughan Rapatahana
I have coupled these two slim collections of poetry in
one review, because there are certain similarities between
them:
1. They are indeed slim, The Leibrich is 64 pages in a
pocket size hard cover edition; the Gunson slightly
larger to grasp, yet is unpaged – at about 52 sides.
2. They are essentially self-published. Given that the
Leibrich edition is distributed under the name of
Steele Roberts, I do believe that a measure of the
poet’s own funds and certainly all her own colour
photographs went into the overall production of the
book — and if I am mistaken, aroha mai. The
Gunson volume is most definitely all the work of
Vaughan Gunson, from printing to distribution.
Perhaps, then, these two books are what are
sometimes called vanity projects: I prefer to denote
them as the sincere work of poets determined to be
heard, seen, read. For, as Gunson pointed out to me
in an email correspondence, ‘There’s limited
opportunities for publishing in NZ anyway, and
many are variations on self-publishing at the end of
the day…’
3. More, neither volume is strikingly Antipodean. As
Gunson states, ‘Intentionally there’s nothing
obviously New Zealand about it.’ And one only
learns that many of the photographs in Leibrich are
of New Zealand scenes when one scans the last
pages, denoting where they were taken.
4. Overall, both of these volumes are romantic in tone,
ambition, ambience, topoi. There is a positive and
rather sunny cadence popping through both sets of
poems. Even the sadder poems lilt. There is nothing
remotely depressing or dirge-like, given that serious
issues are sometimes raised. Love in all its
permutations, is the big agenda for both.
5. Both volumes are modest in scope and style; indeed
the Leibrich book is rather constrained by being
twelve well-crafted sonnets – one for each month of
the year – written strictly to the abab cdcd efef gg
pattern. Gunson’s 50 poems are often koan type
reflections and several are rather condensed, as here
—
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20
The promise
of last night
we smile
in the morning.

Indeed, Gunson is deliberately crafting poems of
elegance and restraint which, when read alone, pale
somewhat into insignificance when compared to the
cumulative effect of reading several, one after another, as
one can discern the care he has put into the volume.
There is, then, nothing strikingly original formatically
and, often, linguistically in either volume. Not a great deal
of original language play per se, given that Leibrich does
come up with apposite lines such as,

that are vital for them and which are intended to be shared
vitally with others, most especially of their own close
acquaintance. And there is nothing at all wrong with that,
eh.
The pity is that our skinny country just hasn’t the
resources and sales — or perhaps vision — for poets to be
more widely published, to attempt to say and frame things
that are important for them. Neither book will sell in big
numbers, but – again – that does not matter, because these
two sets of verse are earnest gifts to us all. Kia ora mō
ngā koha.
I will conclude with a poem from Gunson, which
essentially captures everything I have written above about
both collections containing simple poems, expressing a
simple thoughts, yet often with an added cachet:
14
A boat sailing through

This autumn is an endless afternoon

the narrow gap in the reef

(“Harvest”)

from the still blue of the lagoon

…while Gunson is not exactly bereft of a succinct
image or three, such as in the extended metaphor of
number 13, whereby,

to the deep unrest of the ocean.
A boat sailing through
the narrow gap in the reef

Lost, an empty volume on the sea,

from the deep unrest of the ocean

My words roll about, sickened.

to the still blue of the lagoon.

6. But this is my main point. These books have been
produced primarily to reflect deeply personal
aspects of the poet’s own lives: their partners, their
friends, their experiences and exultations over
several years. As Leibrich writes in her pre-section,
January, ‘I set out to make a little book for friends
at the end of the year.’ For her, reflections,
reminiscences and recollections are primary, as in
her First tomato, where she pays homage to her
father,

Enough said. Although I did wonder why a fine poem
— published online in The Tuesday Poem (2014) as
coming from Big Love Songs — never did make his
collection…

My first tomato’s redolence is true

Reviewed by N.J. Mauchline

Enough. Louise Wallace (Wellington:
Victoria University Press, 2013). ISBN 9780-86473-913-1. RRP $25.00. Paperback. 63
pages.

I’ve cut it in four. Dad, here’s a piece for you.

In many ways, then, both books come across to me as
thank-you presents, or koha that are to be cherished. After
all, Gunson dedicates his book with the words ‘for you.’
So, these are not earth-shattering sets of poems and I
do not believe either poet ever aimed in that direction,
given that Gunson is sighting his poetic rifle slightly
higher, for he also wishes to frame many of his poetic and
often ambiguous aphorisms as being influenced by ‘some
Renaissance poets writing about love [thus references to
Quevedo and Mavilis among others]… Another influence
is… Bob Dylan.’ He admits his work, as depicted in this
book at least, ‘sits outside of… poetry “fashions.”’ Good
on him for being so staunch to his kaupapa or project.
So, both poets have come up more with modest poems

Enough is a deeply personal collation of thoughts. It
takes the reader on Wallace’s journey about moving to the
South Island, teaching writing, the aging process,
wonderings about the future and the challenges of birthing
an idea into a book.
The style of Wallace’s poems varies throughout
Enough. Some poems are almost like miniature short
stories shining a light onto a single moment in time, while
other poems take us through the emotions experienced by
a season of life.
My favourite poem was “The Lonely Girls”, perhaps
because parts of it reminded me of the season I am in. It
was a deeply moving poem. To write something that
good, Wallace must have once been a lonely girl, or
perhaps she still is. Like most of the poems in Enough,
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“The Lonely Girls” is raw yet refined. I love the
declarations of intrigue, determination and self-worth in
this poem. Their lines cause me to reflect on past loves
and crushes, and how the only place they hold is in my
past. Wallace speaks of value and dignity:
Forget about those ones with the moustaches, the
stupid shoes —
You are so much better than them.
You are beautiful.
And they could never hope to guess
how much more you are
than they will ever get to know.

There were moments when I was reading Enough that
I felt overwhelmed by the different topics Wallace was
writing about, with her starting to delve into something,
only to find the poem ending. I would have liked to see
more of Wallace’s emotions throughout Enough, instead
of only in certain poems, like “The Lonely Girls”. When
Wallace writes about afflictions in a way that brings in
emotion, she has the power to deeply move readers.
Enough is a collection of poems that will make you
smile and make you want to cry. There is something in
this collection for everyone, no matter what season you
are in and regardless of what gender you are. Wallace’s
vulnerability in her writing is evident throughout Enough
and is the essence of what makes these poems touching to
the reader.
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